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Abstract

This project aims to investigate the physical properties of stars which are

part of the traditional Indian lunar asterisms. The analysis was placed on the context

of popularly known effects of the inherent characteristics of star and their distribution

on the human affairs. The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of stars in lunar asterism was

constructed using the open-access stellar data from various sky observation programs

of agencies like Sloan Digital Sky Survey and European Space Agency. The majority of

stars in lunar asterism are luminous and giant stars. An attempt was made to analyse

the correlation of physical characteristics of the stars to their position on the celestial

sphere. Python programming was utilised for the analysis. Absolute Magnitude,

Surface temperature and Radial distance were plotted against the Right Ascension

and Declination values. The results cast doubt on to the myths regarding the concepts

of astrology and corroborate the historical implication the selection of stars to lunar

asterism was solely based on navigational and timekeeping needs of the ancient

civilizations. The implied influences on human endeavours, of the physical

characteristics of the stars like colour, luminosity, shape of asterisms etc. do not have

any objective basis.
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Introduction

Astronomy in India is highly interwoven with religion. There are lot of myths

regarding the concept of astronomy in India. Astronomy is perhaps the most popular

among all the fields of natural science and is also the most ill-understood. There are

beliefs that the pattern of stars on the sky can influence the future of individual

human beings on Earth. Many people believe that the nature of stars have a direct

connection to various human endeavours. For example, the reddishness of the star

Betelgeuse (Ardra asterism of Moon) is said to imply the correspondence to angry

nature of the individual associated with the star.

Asterism is a popularly known pattern or group of stars that can be seen in

the night sky. Sideral period of Moon i.e. is the period of Moon from a star to the

same star after completion of one full cycle was observed through the naked eye.

This period was about 28 days and these observations acquainted with the 28

nakshatras or asterism. The lunar mansions are 28 divisions of the sky presumably

selected as approximate “Moon stations” on successive nights called “nakshatras”.

Methods and Results

The primary intent of this work is to examine the physical properties of stars

which are popularly known only because they are part of traditional asterism in India

and to inspect the criterion for the selection of these stars. The surface temperature

and absolute magnitude of a star are the physical characteristics considered for the

evaluation.

The data of the stars under lunar asterism is collected from the Hipparcos

stellar catalogue. Hipparcos (Acronym for HIgh Precision PARallax COllecting Satellite)

was a satellite of the European Space Agency (ESA), which was the first scientific

satellite dedicated for precision astrometry. It measured the positions, distances,

motions, brightness and colours of more than 105 stars during an operation period

from 1989 to 1993. Calculations from observations by the main instrument generated

the Hipparcos catalogue of about 118,218 stars charted with the highest precision.

Another auxiliary star mapper pinpointed many more stars with lesser precision and

is included in the Tycho catalogue. The Tycho 2 catalogue completed in 2000 brings a

total of 2,539,913 stars and includes 99% of stars down to magnitude 11 which almost

104 times fainter than the brightest star known Sirius.

In Hipparcos search facility each star is given a HIP number or the Hipparcos

Identifier number. The data obtained from the Hipparcos search facility are the Right

ascension, Declination, parallax, spectral type and visual magnitude. Using this data,
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the necessary characteristics, namely the distance to the star, absolute magnitude

of a star and its surface temperature is calculated.

• The distance to a star from earth is given by the relation

d=1/p

where •’P’•is the parallax and •’d’• the distance in parsec.

• The surface temperature is calculated from the spectral type of a star. By analysing

the spectrum of a star, the peak wavelength can be evaluated from which the

temperature can be estimated.

• The absolute magnitude is the intrinsic property of a star and is calculated by

the formula

            M=m - 5 logd+5

Where m = apparent magnitude

d =distance to the star measured in parsec

M =absolute magnitude

These three parameters of the stars were calculated with the help of an excel

spreadsheet, applying functions corresponding to the above-mentioned

equations.

2.1. Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of stars in lunar asterisms

It is believed that Indian culture began to use the nakshatra system as early as

from the fourteenth century to twelfth century BCE. Nakshatra is the position of

Moon among the zodiac asterisms. Duration of each asterism is the time taken by

the Moon to transverse 13020•Œ zodiac intercepts. There are a lot of myths regarding

the concept of lunar asterism. Some of them are that the nakshatra of a person

determines his/her character. For example, the person with Betelgeuse as the birth

nakshatra is considered to be angry one because the star Betelgeuse is red star.

Associated with each nakshatra there are deities which are widely accepted by the

Hindu population. [7]

In total there are 28 asterisms each having 3-4 stars in it encircling the general

vicinity of the celestial equator. Although these lunar mansions were not near the

ecliptic, they represented the nightly resting places of the Moon in its monthly

circuit in the sky. In total, 45 stars of lunar asterisms were selected based on two

criteria. The main reason for the selection of these stars is the relative brightness of

these stars. That is, each nakshatra consists of 3-4 stars on average, out of which

some are brighter than the other. Here only brighter stars are considered. Another

criterion for the selection is availability of physical data of the stars in the traditional

asterism.
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Table 2-1: Details of stars in the lunar asterisms. (Details like the right ascension,

declination, parallax and spectral type of the stars selected from the lunar asterism

were collected from the database of Hipparcos star catalogue. The temperature,

distance and absolute magnitude were calculated by using the data)
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A part of this project is an attempt to interpret the observed distribution of the

effective temperature and absolute magnitude of the stars in lunar asterism and to

observe whether there is any trend in selection of the stars in lunar mansions. For

that we plot the H-R diagram with estimated values of the absolute magnitude and

the temperature of the stars from Table 2-1, showing absolute magnitude in the

ordinate and temperature on the abscissa. One of the unique features of this plot is

that the temperature which is along the X axis is scaled such that it decreases from

left to right and in the Y axis the absolute magnitude arranged from dimmest to the

brightest stars. The H-R diagram is plotted using python code.

For doing python programming Anaconda distribution (Spyder) was the

Development Environment used and the module used includes Matplotlib which

provides a MATLAB like interface for creating plots, NumPy which provides tools to

compute with and manipulate multidimensional arrays and Pandas was used as data

analysis and manipulation tool. [21]

Figure 2-1: Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of stars in lunar asterism.

2.2. Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of randomly selected stars

Now the physical characteristics of some randomly selected stars are

evaluated and their corresponding H-R diagram is plotted. A total of 50 random stars

are selected by taking 50 HIP numbers randomly by using python code. The details of

random number generation as employed using the NumPy package can be obtained

from [22]

Table 2-2: Details of randomly selected stars.( The temperature, distance and absolute

magnitude were calculated by using retrieved data, as in the earlier table)
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The accurate data of the stars obtained from Hipparcos star catalogue can be

used to plot the HRD of stars with smallest error obtained. The details of these stars

like the parallax, spectral type and visual magnitude are obtained from the Hipparcos

search facility. From these data the distance, temperature and absolute magnitude

of the stars were calculated. The table-2 contains all the details of the randomly

selected stars. Some stars are randomly selected and the corresponding H-R diagram

is plotted in order to compare the HRD of the stars in traditional asterisms with that

of the randomly selected stars.

Figure 2-2: H-R diagram of the randomly selected stars.

By using the details from the Table 2-2, the observed distribution of temperature

and the corresponding absolute magnitude of the stars is calculated. Then the H-R

diagram is plotted by using python code. The diagram is given in Figure 2-2.

2.3. Absolute magnitude and position on celestial sphere

Right ascension is a coordinate on the celestial sphere which measures the

position of the celestial object in an east-west direction. It is the angular distance of

a particular point measured eastward along the celestial equator from the Sun at the

March equinox to the (hour circle of the) point in question above the earth.

The values of right ascension of stars in lunar asterism was estimated from

the Hipparcos catalogue and is given in Table 2-1. A plot of Absolute magnitude

against Right Ascension of stars in lunar asterism shown by using python code and is

given as in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: Plot of absolute magnitude of stars in lunar asterism against Right Ascension
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From the plot between the right ascension and absolute magnitude of stars

in lunar asterism it is clear that the two quantities are independent of each other.

Absolute magnitude is one of the fundamental physical properties of a star. That

along with the radial distance from Earth would decide how bright the star would

appear to an Earth-bound observer. The plot shows that there is no functional

dependence between the right ascension and absolute magnitude of a star.

A plot between the Declination and the Absolute magnitude of stars in lunar

asterism is done. Declination (DEC) is the angular separation of a star from the

equatorial plane of the celestial sphere and is not affected by the rotation of the

earth i.e. declination is constant with time.

Figure 2-4: Plot of absolute magnitude of stars in lunar asterism against declination.

From the plot it is clear that there is no functional dependence between

them. The declination values of the stars in lunar asterisms vary between -45 to 35

degrees. The negative values correspond to the declination of stars in Southern

celestial sphere, while positive values to those in Northern celestial sphere. Most

stars lie between 0 to 20 degrees. As was seen in the earlier case, Absolute magnitude

of stars do not seem to have a dependence on Declination either.

2.4. Temperature and position on Celestial sphere

A plot between the Right Ascension and surface temperature of selected

stars in lunar asterisms was made using the program code . The Figure 2-5 represents

the correlation plot.

Figure 2-5: Plot of surface temperature of stars in lunar asterism against Right ascension.
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Figure 2-6: Plot of surface temperature of stars in lunar asterism against Declination

A plot of declination and surface temperature of stars in lunar asterisms is

made declination along the X axis and temperature along the Y axis by using the

code. The correlation plot is shown in Figure 2-6.

By examining the plots, it is clear that there is no functional dependence of

these two parameters of a star. The surface temperature of star primarily depends

on the nature of fuel present in it i.e. the chemical composition of the star. It is

apparent that the selection of stars to the lunar asterism was independent of the

surface temperature.

2.5. Radial distance and position on celestial sphere

The distance to a star from the earth is the inverse of its parallax angle and is

usually represented in parsec. The distance to various stars in the lunar asterisms

were plotted against Right Ascension and Declination using the program codes. The

plots are given in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-7: Plot of radial distance of stars in lunar asterism against Right ascension
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Figure 2-8: Plot of radial distance of stars in lunar asterism against Declination

The right ascension of a star is given in spherical coordinates and the distance

to a star is measured radially outward from Earth. Here we are actually plotting

distance with respect to a star’s position in the celestial sphere. The radial distance

of a star could not be measured visually in traditional astronomy, since it requires

precise parallax measurements facilitated by artificial satellites.

Closely examining the plot, it is clear that there is no observed trend between

angular distance of a star north or south of the celestial equator and its radial distance.

Also, from Figure 2-7 we observe that the angular distance of a particular star

measured eastward along the celestial equator from vernal equinox i.e. the right

ascension of a star has no bearing on the radial distance. So we can conclude from

these two observations that the position of a star given by its equatorial coordinate

system has no physical relation with its radial distance.

Discussion

The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of star clusters in virtue of its effective

temperature and absolute magnitude is a classical template for comparing the

evolution of stars i.e. their age, chemical composition etc. For that the details of the

stars of lunar asterism was collected from Hipparcos catalogue and then their

corresponding temperature and absolute magnitude was calculated. The HRD plotted

was given in Figure 2-1. From the figure we get an estimate that in an average 70% of

stars selected from lunar asterism are giants (which also includes red giants), 17%

are super giants and the remaining are main sequence stars. By referring Table 2-1, it

is clear that most of the stars have a temperature less than 20,000 K and are luminous

stars i.e. they have small values of absolute magnitude. The giants and super giants

have high luminosity and are massive. Such stars can be distinguished better with

naked eye in comparison with the main sequence stars.

Figure 2-2 represents the HRD of some randomly chosen stars whose details

are given in Table 2-2. By analysing that plot, it is observed that most of the stars lie

in the main sequence stage ranging from top left to bottom right of the HRD. The

number of stars falling in the giants and supergiant stages is very low. This is because
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the majority of stars are always in the main sequence stage. This can be expected on

the basis of the fact that during the life span of a star, it spends most of the time in

main sequence stage where it is capable of sustaining a nuclear fusion. The stars

from the main sequence goes to the next stage i.e., giants or super giants when the

hydrogen in the core of the star gets depleted and accumulation of Helium increases.

This causes increase in the luminosity and the star becomes larger in size. Such stars

could be seen with the naked eye compared to the main sequence star.

A comparison of the distribution of stars of lunar asterism (Figure 2-1) in the HR-

diagram with that of randomly selected stars (Figure 2-2) can be made. The stars on

the lunar asterism are not exactly representative of the general stellar population;

the first being more inclined towards the more luminous, bigger stars. The historical

records say that the concept of asterisms was primarily for navigational and

timekeeping purposes, making use of the periodicity of motions of classical planets

on the foreground of star patterns. [1] So it can be inferred that visibility even during

cloudy weathers might have been a concern. The alignment of these stars with the

apparent orbit of the moon would obviously be another criterion. (That is why they

are called lunar mansions.).

From the correlation plots of the position of star given in equatorial coordinate

system with the its absolute magnitude which are shown in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-

4, it is observed that the absolute magnitude of a star which is its intrinsic property is

independent of the star’s position in equatorial coordinate system. Similar is the

case of correlation plot of the position of a star in the celestial sphere with its surface

temperature in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6. We observe that the surface temperature

of a star has no relation with its Right Ascension and Declination i.e. the temperature

of a star is independent of the celestial coordinate system. We have only considered

a few stars in lunar asterism for the analysis and from this the general conclusion is

made. The temperature depends on the chemical composition of a star and is not

related with the star’s position relative to a frame of reference conveniently chosen

for an Earth-bound observer.

In the above cases the physical property of a star was compared with its

angular position. Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8 give the correlation analysis of the angular

position of a star with its radial distance. The radial position gives the distance to a

star from the earth. The equatorial coordinate system is a spherical coordinate system,

taking into account only the angular position with respect to Earth and its motions.

Thus, there is no observed trend in correlation analysis between the equatorial

coordinate system and radial distance.

The discussion on radial distance throws light into another important aspect

of the traditional astronomical/astrological notions. There is a widespread attribution

of the implied influence of stars on the human affairs to the shape of patterns made

by the stars on the lunar mansions. For example, a horse-head shape is attributed to
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the asterism Aswini. However, those patterns are assumed to lie on a two-

dimensional surface of the celestial sphere, with the radial distance considered to

be constant everywhere. But the different radial distances of different stars, that

ranges from below10 pc to above 300 pc, indicates that all those attributed shapes

are strictly subjective for a vantage point from Earth. Another civilization, if any, on

another habitable planet orbiting a star on another part of the galaxy will see these

stars to be distributed in an entirely different pattern. It implies that the influence

attributed on basis of the shape of asterisms do not possess any physical basis.

The physical properties of stars like surface temperature, absolute magnitude

etc. are independent of the observer, but are decided by the mass and size of the

stars themselves. But the colour with which a star would appear to human eyes is

another subjective aspect in this discussion. The redness of Betelgeuse (Alpha

Orionis) is a typical example. It is well-known that colour is a sensation created by

the brain using differential inputs from different regions of the visible spectrum.

[23] It varies from species to species, and even slightly though unnoticeably from

individual to individual. Although the spectral distribution of energy is an objective

quantity which can be measured to be same from any part of the universe, the

sensation of colour it generates is a highly subjective notion. This implies that the

attribution of the apparent colour of stars to human affairs in a meaningless resort.

One last feeble chance for the position of the stars on the celestial sphere to have an

influence on its characteristics was with regard to the position of the Earth with

respect to the galactic centre. It is known that there is a pattern of change in general

characteristics of the stellar population with respect to the distance from the galactic

centre. [24] From the vantage

point of Earth, one of the two diametrically opposite positions can point

towards the galactic centre while other away from it. However, such a trend was not

apparent in the present investigation. It can be due to the fact that the distances to

the stars visible to the Earth-bound observer are all too small compared to galactic

distances to make any observable effect on the physical properties.

In this project, we have considered the stars in lunar asterisms alone. There is a

similar and more popular set of asterisms related to the apparent orbit of Sun,

collectively called the zodiac. They are also attributed with strong connection to

human affairs in the common parlance. The discussion we made regarding the lunar

asterisms can be easily extended to the zodiacal constellations also.

Conclusion

This project was an attempt to investigate the physical basis behind the

selection stars to the lunar asterisms in traditional astronomy. For the same, open-

access stellar data collected by various sky-observation programs of agencies like

Sloan Digital Sky Survey, European Space Agency was consulted. Python programming

was utilized for the analysis part. Anaconda distribution was the development
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environment utilized, and Matplotlib, NumPy and Pandas packages were utilized

for file and data management.

The basic notions of the traditional Indian astronomy/astrology were reviewed. Then

a few of the typical stars which are part of the Indian lunar asterisms were chosen to

be made part of the investigation. Those stars were analysed with respect to their

position in a Hertzprung-Russel diagram, and a comparison was made with the same

plot of randomly chosen stars. Randomness was generated using NumPy command

random.randit(). It was seen that majority of the stars in the lunar asterisms are

luminous and giant stars, while majority of stars in general falls in the main sequence.

An attempt was made to see if there are any correlation of physical characteristics of

the stars to their position on the celestial sphere. Absolute magnitude, surface

temperature and radial distances were plotted against the Declination and Right

Ascension values. There were no observable dependencies of the properties. It can

be concluded that the traditional notions of asterisms are not in accordance with

any physical properties of the stars which are known today with the help of modern

observational techniques. They were solely based on navigational and timekeeping

needs of the ancient civilizations. Many of the quoted properties like apparent colour,

shape of asterisms etc. are highly subjective from the cosmic perspective. Therefore,

it can be seen that the often-implied influence on human affairs of the stars is not

supported by actual data.
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